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Abstract 

The analysis of concurrent constraint programs is a challenge due to the inherently 
concurrent behaviour of its computational model. However, most implementations of 
the concurrent paradigm can be viewed as a computation with a fixed scheduling rule 
which suspends some goals so that their execution is postponed until some condition 
awakens them. For a certain kind of properties, an analysis defined in these terms 
is correct. Furthermore, it is much more tractable, and in addition can make use of 
existing analysis technology for the underlying fixed computation rule. We show how 
this can be done when the starting point is a framework for the analysis of sequen-
tial programs. The resulting analysis, which incorporates suspensions, is adequate for 
concurrent models where concurrency is localized, e.g. the Andorra model. We refine 
the analysis for this particular case. Another model in which concurrency is prefer-
ably encapsulated, and thus suspensions are local to parts of the computation, is that 
of CIAO. Nonetheless, the analysis scheme can be generalized to models with global 
concurrency. We also sketch how this could be done, and we show how the resulting 
analysis framework could be used for analyzing typical properties, such as suspensión 
freeness. 
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1 Introduction 

We discuss in a step-wise manner an analysis algorithm based on abstract interpretation 
which can be used to analyze concurrent execution of (constraint) logic programs. 
Our approach is based on considering a fixed computation rule (e.g., left-to-right for 
sequential execution) with possible suspensión of goals during the computation. Several 
approaches in these style have been proposed in [DGB94] and [MdlBH94] (see also 
[dlBMS95]). We use as a starting point that of [DGB94] and adapt it to the special case 
of the Andorra concurrent model. The scheme is also applicable to generic concurrent 
models, as well, and can derive in analyses of properties such as suspensión freeness 
[CFM91, CMFW93]. 

Motivated by the desire to support concurrent execution in sequential machines, 
and still apply many optimizations which can be applied to languages with a purely 
sequential computation rule (as in [RD90]), we explore the application of this kind of 
analyses in this task. In the case of the Andorra model, its main application is in 
detecting determinacy of goals at compile-time. In this model, determínate goals are 
executed first and concurrently, non-determinate goals being delayed until a second 
phase [SCWY90]. In this phase, the leftmost suspended goal is awakened, and a new 
round of computation is started. The analysis can be refined to take this model into 
account. In some cases, a compile-time scheduling [KS92] of determínate goals can be 
performed. 

The advantage of considering a left-to-right computation rule is that classical analysis 
technology for sequential programs can still be applied if suitably extended to take care 
of possible suspensión. We sketch how this can be done in the case of the Andorra model 
and for the general case of concurrent programming. The discussion is implementation 
oriented since our intention is to provide an easy implementation path by using existing 
technology. 

2 Weak Non-suspension Analysis 

We use as starting point the Weak Non-suspension Analysis defined in [DGB94], and 
propose some improvements. This analysis is aimed at inferring literals in a program 
whose complete execution will not suspend. To do this, flags pi.nosusp are attached 
to every literal p.¡ and a flag p.nosusp to every predicate p. The conditions on a goal 
to not suspend are given in terms of the demand of the corresponding predicate. The 
demand of a predicate is a sufficient condition on the variables of its arguments which 
guarantees that a reduction is taken. It is defined in the abstract domain of analysis 
ASub by: 

demand(-p) = l~l {A G ASub | Ve G 7(A) JM G—> s.t. t is a suspensión transition for p} 

A reduction of a goal of p is taken in an abstract environment A if demand (p) C A. 



The analysis procedure is based on an underlying (top-down) left-to-right analysis of 
the program. This analysis is given by a function analyse-call(p(ü), a) which performs 
the analysis of a cali pat tern (p(ü),a) and gives the resulting success substitution. To 
facilitate things, we parameterize the presentation of the algorithm with the following 
domain dependent functions:1 

• extend-abs-env(a,a') which yields the extensión of an abstract substitution a' 
accordingly to another abstract substitution a which describes a particular (ab
stract) environment, 

• call-to-entry(p(ü),p(v),a) which gives an abstract environment describing the 
effects on ü of unifying p(v) wi thp(ü) given an abstract substitution a describing 

v, 

• exit-tosuccess(a',p(ü),C,a) which gives an abstract environment describing ü 
w.r.t. a (which describes vars(C)) and the effects of unifying p{u) with the head 
of C under the abstract environment a' describing ü, 

• project(ü,a) which projects the abstract substitution a over the variables ü. 

Let the abstract environment at the program point immediately before the literal 
Lj = qi(üi) be denoted by Ai, 1 < i < n. The analysis proceeds via a fixpoint iteration 
of a function computing the collecting semantics for each clause of the program, i.e. 
the abstract environments attached to each program point. The analysis algorithm for 
each clause C = p{u)\- Li,...,Ln of the program is given in Figure 1. 

analyse-dause(p(v),C, A) = 

A\ := call-to-entry(p(u),p(v), A); 
For i := 1 to n do 

A[ := analyse-call(qi(üi), Ai); 
A" := extend-abs-env(Ai, A'A; 
Lj.nosusp := qi.nosusp A {A,¡ ~3 demand(q.{)); 
Ai+\ := if -^Li.nosusp t h e n Ai U A'¡ else A'¡; 

od; 
p.nosusp := p.nosusp A (A"=1 Lj.nosusp); 
return project(ü, An+\); 

Figure 1: Weak Non-Suspension Analysis 

This algorithm gives Lj.nosusp = false whenever the corresponding predicate flag 
qi.nosusp = false. This may cause loss of precisión, since some cali sites of g¿ may 

1These functions are defined in terms of the abstract domain supporting the analysis. 



be suspending and some not, but as long as one of them is, then qi.nosusp = false 
and because of this, in successive iterations of the algorithm, all cali sites will end 
up as false. To remedy this, we can use a proper flag to carry the nosusp bit of 
the descendants up to the parent, and avoid the use of the predicate flag for this 
purpose. An algorithm in this style is given in Figure 2. To obtain the desired effect, 
the algorithm is in fact a projection of that of Figure 1 onto the underlying analysis, 
instead of blindly relying on it. The algorithm is thus given in terms of two mutually 
recursive functions, one for clauses and one for literals. 

analyse-clause(p(v),C, A) = 
Ai := call-to-entry(p(ü),p(v),Á); 
For i := 1 to n do 

(A'i, Lj.nosusp) := analyseJiteral(qi(üi), Ai); 
A" := extend-abs-env(Ai, A'j); 
Lj.nosusp := Lj.nosusp A {A,¡ ~3 demand(q.{)); 
Ai+i := if -.(Aj Zj demand(qi)) then Ai U A'¡ else A'¡; (1) 

od; 
return (project(ü, An+\), Af=1L¿.nosusp); 

analyseJiteral(q(ü), A) = 
AL := project(q(ü),A); 

A'L ••= -L; 
L.nosusp := true; 
For each clause C which matches q{u) do 

(Ac, C.nosusp) := analyse-dause(q(ü),C, AL); 
A'L := A'L U exü-tosuccess(AL,q(ü),C, Ac); 
L.nosusp := Li.nosusp A C.nosusp; 

od; 
return (A'L, L.nosusp); 

Figure 2: Weak Non-Suspension Analysis: flags moved into descendants 

Additionally, the algorithm in Figure 2 yields the lub of the abstract environments Ai 
and A'¡ only when L^.nosusp = false is caused by the possible suspensión of L,¡ itself, 
not if it is caused by some descendant of it. This can be done because the effects of the 
possible suspensión of the descendant will be taken into account when analyzing this 
descendant, and properly propagated upwards. Furthermore, doing this can potentially 
increase precisión. Let Li = p(x,y), and the descendant be q(x), the lub at the point 
where q(x) is analyzed will probably cause x to "go to top", but not y, which will be 
caused if doing the lub at the point where p(x, y) is analyzed. 

Note that the rationale behind such a lub operation is that of taking into account 



the effects of the (possible) suspensión of the literal as well as those of its (possible) 
execution. This has to be done due to the fact that the non-suspension flag can not 
be safely determined to be true. However, for the only purpose of non-suspension it is 
equivalent to leave these variables in the less instantiated state, i.e. that of "before the 
execution," which is that of the calling abstract environment. The only modification 
required to the algorithm in Figure 2 is to replace (1) by: 

Ai+\ := if -i(Ai Zl demand(qi)) t h e n Ai else A'{; 

Whereas the original algorithm took the worst case possible by doing the lub of the 
cali substitution and the underlying success substitution when there was a possibility of 
the literal being suspended, the new algorithm simply does not consider the underlying 
substitution. This is safe as long as downwards closed properties (in the lattice of 
substitutions) are analyzed. In what regards non-suspension, demands are usually 
defined in terms of state of instantiation, and the effects of the lub w.r.t. this is to 
lose any information about the state of the affected variables. However, using the cali 
substitution instead has the same effect, and can make the analysis more efficient. 

3 Determinacy Analysis 

When supporting the Andorra style coroutining in the computation model (as in 
Andorra-I [SCWY90] or AKL [JH91]) a key issue is determinacy. The Andorra model 
runs determínate goals concurrently. For this purpose determinacy has to be checked 
at execution time. Thus, analysis can help in determining goals which are known to be 
determínate, reducing run- t ime overheads. 

We observe that Weak Non-suspension can be used for these purposes just by defining 
demand in terms of the determinacy condition of the predicates. Furthermore, we can 
redefine the nosusp flags, because all that we are interested in is the demandness check: 
if a reduction of a goal can be done deterministically. The flag can be set to the result 
of this check, and this can be either done during the analysis or simply reconstructed 
after the analysis has finished. There is no need of carrying non-suspension conditions 
throughout all the analysis. Such an analysis will correspond to the execution of the 
first determínate phase of the Andorra execution model. Woken up goals can be ignored 
because they do not change the state of instantiation of variables in such a sense that 
something which could run (i.e., did not suspend) will now, because of the awakening 
of this goal, suspend. This is guaranteed by the monotonicity of the computation. 

If we consider the predicate level then we can use the algorithm of Figure 2. Addition-
ally, if we assume the above considerations (i.e., that for the purpose of non-suspension 
doing the lub is equivalent to ignoring the exit substitutions), we end up with the al
gorithm of Figure 3. 

Note that now analyzing a literal which cannot be guaranteed to proceed may not 



analyse-dause(p(v),C, A) = 
Ai := call-to-entry(p(ü),p(v),Á); 
For i := 1 to n do 

Lj.nosusp := (Ai Zj demand(qi)); 
Aj+i := if Li.nosusp t h e n 

analyseJiteral(qi(üi),Ai) e lse Af, 
od; 
return project(ü, An+i); 

analyseJiteral(q(v,), A) = 
AL := project(q(ü),A); 

A'L := -L; 
For each clause C which matches q(u) do 

AQ := analyse-dause(q(ü),C, AL); 
A'L := A'L U exit-tosuccess(AL,q(ü),C, Ac); 

od; 
return extend-abs-env(A, A'L); 

Figure 3: Determinacy Analysis at the predicate level 

be required. In Figure 3 these literals are not analyzed. However, care has to be taken 
of the non-suspension flags, assuming them as false in the whole subtree under these 
literals. Alternatively, the algorithm can be adapted to analyze all clauses, whether 
they are non-suspending or not, but with a substitution T if they are not. The effect 
of this is to take into account the propagation of guards if/when the clauses which 
the analysis can not determine to be non-suspending do not suspend in fact. Such 
an analysis could be used (and possibly be worth doing) even in the absence of query 
modes or entry points (while the top-down scheme sketched will probably yield unuseful 
information in such a case). The algorithm of Figure 3 can be completed by doing: 

For each literal qi{v,j) in the program s.t. qi.nosusp = false do 
analyseJiteral(qi(üi), T) ; 

This is safe in any scheduling policy for concurrency. But for a default left-to-right rule 
we can do better. Every non-suspending goal to the left of a literal qi will be executed 
before qi . Therefore, again for downwards closed properties, assuming the abstract 
environment computed at the point of calling qi is always safe. The modification to 
the algorithm appears in Figure 4. 

By observing that determinacy conditions are usually a disjunction of conditions 



analyse-dause(p(v),C, A) = 
Ai := call-to-entry(p(ü),p(v),Á); 
For i := 1 to n do 

A\ := analyseJiteral(qi(üi), Ai); 
Lj.nosusp := (Ai Zj demand(qi)); 
Ai+i := if Lj.nosusp t h e n A\ e lse A¡; 

od; 
return An+\; 

Figure 4: Determinacy Analysis with guard propagation 

which are exclusive of each other (since they are based on mutual exclusión of clauses) 
we can also think of applying the analysis for sepárate clauses. There are alternative 
ways to detect determinacy. For example, in fíat determinacy only head unincation 
and simple tests are taken into account. Consider the well-known Fibonacci program, 

f i b ( O . l ) 
f i b ( l . l ) 
f ib(A.B) A>1, 

In this program a goal will be determínate if the first argument is bound or the second 
one is different of 1. This can be expressed as a demand of the f i b (A, B) predicate which 
approximates (nonvar (A) ; nonvar (B)) . In a language with left-to-right computation 
rule and suspensión primitives (see [BDdlBH95]) we can write this as: 

fib(A,B,S,L,Ll) 
fib(A,B,S,L,Ll) 
fib(A,B,S,L,Ll) 

nonvar(S), 
nonvar(A), 
nonvar(B), 

f i b _ d e t ( A , B , L , L l ) . 
f i b _ d e t ( A , B , L , L l ) . 
B\==l -> f i b _ d e t ( A , B , L , L l ) 

It is clear that if the demand of the second clause is known to hold there is no need to 
consider the others. 

Each clause has an attached determinacy condition, and we can use this to improve 
the analysis. Since conditions are exclusive, we can expect some improvement from 
keeping the analysis of each clause sepárate. When a clause is found not to suspend 
we "commit" to it during the analysis. The rest of the clauses can be ignored. Such 
an algorithm will look like that of Figure 5. 

We can now define the demand of each clause as just the abstraction of its guard 
(considering the above tests as guards), and use the algorithm in Figure 5 with this 
concept. Whenever one of these clauses is non-suspending, we analyse this one and only 



analyse-dause(p(v),C, A) = 
A\ := calLto-entry(p(ü),p(v),A); 
For i := 1 to n do 

(J4¿, Li.nosusp) := analyseJiteral(qi(üi), Ai); 

Ai+i := AJ; 
od; 
return An+\; 

analy se-literal (q(ü), A) = 
return if 3 C | (A Zj demand(C)) 

t h e n (analyse-clause(q(ü), C, ^4), í rue) 
else (A,false); 

Figure 5: Determinacy Analysis with clause selection 

this one clause, since they are exclusive. There is no need to analyze non-intervening 
clauses. In other cases, lub can always be replaced by carrying variants to improve 
precisión by specialization. 

4 Extensión to Sequential Concurrent Programs 

In the previous algorithms a conservative estimation of the computation environments 
which can occur at each point at execution time was inferred. Nonetheless, this esti
mation is too conservative. Better estimations can be obtained by re-analyzing those 
literals which have not been found to not suspend. The rationale for this is that , once 
that one left-to-right pass of the computation has been performed, several goals may 
be woken. The algorithms proposed do not take this into account. 

In [DGB94] a refinement of weak non-suspension analysis is given, called strong non-
suspension. Strong non-suspension guarantees that goals which might be suspended are 
not awoken during the computation of weakly non-suspending goals. This makes the 
analysis more tractable. However, it is too restrictive. On the contrary, in [MdlBH94] 
possibly suspended goals are tracked during the analysis, which requires and additional 
level of abstraction. This can improve precisión of the analysis, but can also add too 
much overhead to it. We follow the approach of [CCC90], in which possibly awoken 
goals are taken care of by "re-circulating" the abstract environment resulting from the 
first pass of analysis. 

As opposed to the analysis of [CCC90], we don't re-analyze each clause in turn 
starting with the abstract environment resulting from the analysis of that same clause. 



Instead, we complete a nxpoint of the first left-to-right pass over the whole program, 
and then restart the analysis with the resulting abstract environment. Because of this, 
we need only analyze again those literals which were not found to not suspend during 
the previous analysis round. An algorithm which does this is given in Figure 6. 

analyse-dause(p(v),C, A) = 
A\ := call-to-entry(p(ü,),p(v),A); 
For i := 1 to n do 

A\ := if Li.nosusp t h e n A¡ e lse 
analyseJiteral(qi(üi), Ai); 

Li.nosusp := if Lj.nosusp t h e n true e lse 
(Ai 3 demand(qi)); 

Ai+\ := if Lj.nosusp t h e n A[ else A,¡; 
od; 
return An+\; 

Figure 6: Sequential Concurrent Analysis 

Note that clauses which may suspend are analyzed altogether, as in the algorithm of 
Figure 4. Clauses which are found not to suspend in successive rounds of analysis will 
then be analyzed with new abstract environments. The resulting computed information 
is safe in the sense of approximating all environments which can occur at run- t ime 
independently of whether the clause suspends or not (again, for downwards closed 
properties). However, the nosusp nags are changed from one round to another, in 
order for the analysis to decrease and allow a fixpoint to be eventually reached. The 
resulting flags after such fixpoint is reached cannot be relied upon in the sense of the 
left-to-right computation. Nonetheless, whenever all flags are set to true at the end of 
the analysis, suspensión freeness [CFM91] of the program is guaranteed. Consider the 
following program modelling a producer/consumer: 

p ( X ) : - | X=[a |Y] , p (Y) . q ( X ) : - X=[a|Y] | q (Y) . 
p ( X ) : - I X=[ ] . q ( X ) : - X= [] | . 

The analysis of a query "q(X) , p(X) ." will proceed as follows. X is free upon entering 
q(X) and thus q.nosusp = false, and X is assumed free upon entering p(X). Then 
p.nosusp = true, and X is found to be ground upon success of p(X). A fixpoint is 
reached with this information. Since p.nosusp = true, p(X) is found to be executed 
in a left-to-right fashion, allowing possible optimizations. A second round of analysis 
will start with X being ground. Then q.nosusp = true, and X continúes being ground 
upon success of q(X). p(X) is not analyzed. An overall fixpoint is reached at this point. 
Since all flags are found to be true, the program is guaranteed to be suspensión free. 



5 Conclusions 

We liave given succesive refinements of an analysis algorithm originally defined for 
sequential (left-to-right) programs which can be applied in different fashions to the 
analysis of concurrent models. Weak non-suspension analysis can be used to identify 
computation threads which do not suspend, and therefore can be executed in a sequen
tial fashion (as in scheduling analysis [KS92]). This allows performing many optimiza-
tions which are possible in the sequential computation (as demostrated in [DGB94]. 
Our refinement of this analysis could further improve the number of cases in which this 
is possible. 

A second refinement is possible when considering the Andorra model. In this case, the 
analysis is useful for detecting determinacy at compile-time, allowing to avoid the run-
time detection overhead. Similar applicability could be found in computation models 
such as CIAO, where concurrency can be encapsulated to parts of the computation. 
Finally, the scheme can also be applied to standard concurrent constraint models. 

All algorithm definitions given rely on the core functions of classical analysis frame-
works for sequential languages, e.g. PLAI [MH90, BdlBH94]. Therefore, the implemen-
tation effort can be reduced by just modifying PLAI so that it takes into account the 
management of the non-suspension flags. 
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